Sage Summit Atlanta
Wednesday, May 15, 2019
7:30-9:00 AM

Registration, Continental Breakfast and Product Showcase

9:00-10:00 AM

Welcome and Panel Discussion

10:00-10:15 AM

Break

Learn how to use Sage Drive to enable local area network (LAN) and remote
employees to access your company data at the same time. Simplify the bank
Sage 50cloud Multi-User and Bank Feeds-reconciliation process by establishing a secure online connection with your bank
Worth the Hype?
and downloading transaction records to the Account Reconciliation window. These
(CPE eligible)
two features are our most popular cloud-connected features, so if you're not using
them yet, join us in this session to learn what is motivating other customers to take
advantage of this cloud-connected technology!
Technology is intended to help us get bandwidth back, especially around routine
tasks. Some systems are so rigid the point of diminishing return is too quickly
realized. Not with Sage HRMS. Come learn how HRMS is a solution, as well as the
HRMS - Have It Your Way!
(CPE eligible)
foundation on which you can build an HR system that is as unique as your
organization as you grow. In this session we will help you realize there is a right
combination for you. Don't waste head count on a babysitter for your HR system.
With the workforce going mobile and the need for real-time data increasing, this
!session with Microsoft experts will provide an overview of the power behind Office
Extending the Power of Mid-Market
Solutions-Leveraging Microsoft Office 365 :365 and Power Platform. Special attention will be given to Sage Contacts, which
Power Platform
allows businesses with Office 365 to look up customer contact information right
from within Outlook 365.1
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Healing Leadership
(CPE eligible)

Aligning Your Value Proposition to Your
Clients Expectations
(CPE eligible)

If you're new to Sage, there are likely hidden gems of functionality you didn't realize
Sage50cloud: Tips every Customer should were available or never got around to exploring. Even if you've been using the
know about!
software for a while, you may have missed some of the extras that make day to day
(CPE eligible)
tasks easier. Join us for this session where we'll take you behind the scenes to
uncover some of the practical basics you can immediately start using to save time!
Sage 300 is one of the world's leading mid-market Business Management
Sage 300cloud: The Road Ahead
Solutions. Learn how Sage is continuing to invest in the core solution, what's
(CPE eligible)
coming up and some of the exciting recent developments with Sage 300cloud.
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How mature is your Sales Forecasting
and how can Sage Inventory Advisor
help?
(CPE eligible)
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This session is dedicated to the possibility that the majority of leadership thinking is
wrong as it is ultimate based on manipulation - trying to "get someone to do
something." Coming to terms with this idea is difficult and not for everyone because
it requires us to examine some of our most deeply held beliefs and either dismiss
them or at least think differently about them. If you are interested in having a
conversation about healing leadership, you are invited to attend this session
facilitated by Ed Kless, Sage senior director of partner development and strategy.
This material is based on the work of Howard Hansen and Steve Geske, who have
presented at previous Sage Summits.
Accountants - Learn how to build/ strengthen a profitable Advisory Practice. You
will leave the session with a deeper understanding of the additional value your
clients need to overcome their business challeges. You will be introduced to specific
ways to transform your clients and your firm.

Every inventory-based organization attempts to predict demand and plans for
purchasing. How mature is that process in your organization? We'll discuss the
Forecasting Maturity Model, help you identify where you are, and how Sage
Inventory Advisor fits into the picture.

Sage 500 continues to support a vibrant community of customers requiring
advanced Distribution and Manufacturing features. Join us for a conversation about
the current status and our plans for the on-going roadmap for this product.

Sage 500 Today and Tomorrow

Thriving amidst complexity: Navigating
the challenges of a growing business
(Panel)

With growth comes increased complexity, and with complexity comes the need
to change business processes. Sometimes the very activities that lead to early
success become barriers to growth as a business matures. In this session,
speakers representing manufacturing, distribution, and service industries will
discuss specific challenges and share the high impact strategies that have
helped them thrive.
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BE SAGE. BUILD ON.
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